SURFCOM TOUCH
Easy and simple operation, global standardized for easy operation.

- Excellent GUI (instruction-free)
  - Specially developed amplifier has 7 inch wide touch panel and new user-friendly interface. It greatly improves operability without any instruction.
  - USB port and built-in printer
    - No Printer model is available

- Supporting multi-language for worldwide use
  - Supports 20 languages including Japanese, English and German. Languages can be changed easily by touching monitor.

- Pick-up with high resolution and wide range*
  - High-performance pick-up with Resolution 0.0001 μm. Measurement range 1000 μm.
  - The wide-range pick-up brings the analysis by 1 trace measurement without concerning its ranges even in undulating profile. Easily operate the Levelling and finding Zero point.

*Only with SURFCOM TOUCH 50

SURFCOM TOUCH 3E/4E/4E/50
- Selectable from 4 types according to the application
  - Standard TOUCH 35
    - Measurement in any orientation, flat, vertical, tilt and ceiling surface.
  - Retract TOUCH 40
    - The pick-up retracts (or rises) while waiting or when measurement completes. Can be used as a detector to be integrated into an automated machine.
  - Horizontal Tracing TOUCH 45
    - Measurement on crankshaft pins and journals, which was difficult to perform with conventional machines, can be performed.
  - Small but full-fledged TOUCH 50
    - With same high resolution and wide range pick-up as SURFCOM NEX 001. Measurement of roughness such as waves, steps and R surfaces, and fine forms can be performed.